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From the farm
Amanda Owen

T

he Easter school holidays fall late
this year and coincide perfectly
with lambing time, which is
always late in the highest reaches
of Swaledale. So, at our busiest time of
year, we will have all hands on deck – what
a perfect combination!
Every year is different, weather-wise,
and, so far, conditions have been very kind
to us, cold but sunny and dry, meaning
that the doors to the farmhouse have been
wide open all day every day as children –
and sometimes animals – go backwards

All the family get involved during
lambing time, particularly in the
school holidays
and forwards between the farmyard, fields
and farmhouse.
Every year we construct a sheep
hospital in an adjoining barn, and this
will undoubtedly become full of patients,
convalescing after a difficult birth or
nursing an occasional sickly lamb.
Hopefully, there’ll be no malingerers,
but, as is always the case, there will be
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a bed-blocker or two – cases that are
hard to deal with, owing to a stubbornly
steadfast refusal to show any mothering
ability whatsoever. The only cure for this
awkwardness is perseverance – holding the
yow still and distracting with a scoopful of
ration while the lamb suckles. The thought
of another pet lamb to rear on the bottle is
enough of an incentive to keep me focused
and determined to win the battle of minds.
Occasionally, the arrival of a sheepdog
on the scene can bring out some deeprooted maternal instincts that will help
matters along, the yow naturally standing

“It may be the holidays,
but lambing time is really a
continuation of school”
her ground and protecting her offspring.
It really is all about carrot and stick, but
with the emphasis on carrot or, should I
say, bribery.
Fortunately, the majority of the flock will
lamb outside in the fields without the need
for any intervention – out on the fells is the
cleanest, healthiest environment there is. A
few have been housed in the barn. These
are the ones that have the potential to be
troublesome – there are some old timers
among them and a few first-time mothers
expecting twins.
Having them lazing around in the barn
is convenient in that you don’t need to
traverse slopes and navigate rivers just to
keep a watch on events, but the downside
is the limited space in the building. It
increases the likelihood of there being a
mix-up at the point of birth, so we need
to monitor the occupants of the barn 24/7.
We take it in turns, and during the day the
children will happily be the eyes and ears
of the place, watching the ovine dramas

unfold in front of their very eyes. They’ll
report back to either Clive or me, or one
of their older siblings, who, after years of
practice, are very capable of intervening
and sorting out any issues that might arise.
When darkness falls and the last of the
outside sheep have been checked, we sort
out (argue over) the rota for checking
on the inside lambers. Every few hours
through the night either Clive or I pull on
our wellies and leggings and pen up any
yows with newborn lambs. This can be
done almost on autopilot, without really
waking up. Then it’s back to bed for a bit
more rest and up at first light to do it all
again. It will take a month to lamb all the
sheep, but the best part is the involvement
of the children.
It might be the holidays, but lambing
time is really a continuation of the full
school timetable – all the usual lessons
taken in the classroom moved to a different
location. PE, in the form of chasing and
sometimes wrestling a reluctant sheep;
mathematics, in the counting of them;
biology, of course, and more often than
not there’s an element of problem solving.
Perhaps most importantly of all, they are
being educated in life skills: common
sense, kindness and empathy. Now, if those
aren’t important lessons then I don’t know
what is! M

